
3 Second Sexual Attraction 2.0: Review Exploring Mehow's Attraction System Released

SUMMARY: PUABooks.net releases a review of Mehow's 3 Second Sexual Attraction a new training program 
for men which claims to reveal a proven method for sparking red hot attraction in women - in three seconds flat.

Mehow's 3 Second Sexual Attraction 2.0 - a how-to guide for men who wish to master the art of attracting 
beautiful women has just been released to the public sending shock waves through the men's dating advice 
community. The buzz surrounding the program's release has caught the attention of PUABooks.net's Clint 
Johnson prompting an in depth review of the course material.

"One of the biggest problems single men face is not knowing how to talk to women in a way that will enable 
them to create genuine attraction," says Johnson. "And while there's no shortage of cheesy pick up lines and 
other gimmicky approaches out there for guys who want to 'fake it until they make it', Mehow's course promises 
to reveal a real solution that has been rigorously field tested and shown to work for guys from all kinds of 
different backgrounds and experience levels. Mehow has a reputation for helping even guys considered to be the 
toughest of the 'hard luck cases' to turn things around and to date women others might say were 'out of their 
league', so I heard about this new course I was eager to review it in order to learn his 3 second attraction 
method." 

Three Second Attraction was developed by Mehow, a pioneer and accomplished thought leader in the world of 
pick-up and attraction, widely known for the invention of "in-field" pick-up videos. Mehow's new 3 Second 
Attraction course teaches men a method for talking to women that avoids long boring conversation, and instead 
allows one to connect with a woman emotionally, sparking attraction within seconds. The program which is 
available digitally online comes with an array of bonus material including a complete audio-book version of the 
course read by Mehow himself. 

"Our 3 Second Sexual Attraction review explains that the course is loaded with literally hundreds or word-for-
word examples of what to say and do in just about any situation one might find themself in on the singles scene," 
says Johnson. "I think that having this complete system is going to help a lot of guys to feel a brand new sense of 
power and control over there success with women. It's almost like a 'secret doorway' into a woman's mind that 
can make a guy irresistibly charming and attractive." 

Those wishing to purchase 3 Second Attraction, or for more information, click here.

Clint Johnson reviews popular dating guides and self-help programs for men on his website PUABooks.net. 
Johnson's 10 Second Attraction review is available at the following web address: http://puabooks.net/3-second-
sexual-attraction-review
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